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O Prep 101

Chapter Four: Substitution and Elimination Reac,tions

4.1 lntroduction to Electrophiles and Nucleophiles

Electrophiles are Electron-Seeking Species:

. Electrophiles require electron density because they either have a full formal positive

charge, or a partial positive charge due to being bonded to a highly electronegative atom

or group of atoms.

. Carbocations are also electrophilic, since they require an electron pair to complete their

valence shell.

Nucleophiles are Electron-Donatang Species:

Molecules that seek positive centers arc called nucleophiles.

Nucleophiles can be either negatively charged or neutral. lf the nucleophile is negatively

charged, the âtom that gives away an electron pair becomes neutral. lf the nucleophile is

neutral, the atom that gives away an elect.on pair acquires a positive charge.

Carbanions are one example of a nucleophilic species, since they are looking for a
positive centre (like a proton for example) to donate their electrons to and regain a neutral

charge.

The rr bond in an alkene can also âct as a nucleophile, donating a pair of electrons from

this bond to an electrophile and leâving a positive charge on of the two original carbon

atoms.

Solutions will be posted at www.prep101.com/solutions 66
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Nucleophilic Substitution

Nu + R-LG

Chem212 Exam Booklet

______________> R-Nu
Product

+ LG-

Leaving

Group

Nucleophilic substitution is initiated lvhen a nucleophile reacls with an electrophile (substrate) to

replace a substituent (called the leaving group), that depa s with an unshared electron pair (see

above).

Here is an example of a bimolecular substitution reaction (S*2), which we will focus on in greater

detail later:

HO- CHs---l -- ---> HO-'.CHs

tr;*l
t'

Nucleophile Leaving group

-.-.-H
Ho'/ \t&-È

H*{ \\
[."

H
ICI

=\HH l,
H

HO-Cl

It is important to remember that the nucleophile does not necessarily have to possess a formal

negative charge, but must have a free pair of electrons to take part in this type of reaction. The

leaving group also needs to be able to depart the substrate as a relatively stable molecule or ion.

Solutions will be posted at www.prep10l.com/solutions 67
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Key points to remember in nucleophilic substitution:

. To aci as a subslrate in a nucleophilic substitution reaction, a molecule musl possess a good

leaving group (LG).

. Good LGs are those that can leave as relatively stable, weakly basic molecules or anions (i.e.

those that best stabilize negative chârge). Examples include: tosylate, iodide, bromide, chloride,

and acetate (more on this later).

Solutions will be posted at www.prep101.com/solutions 68
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4.3 The S# Reaction

SN2 = Substitution-Nucleophilic-Bimolecular
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Kinetics of the reaction: rate = k [Substrate] [Nu']

Second order kinetics: rale-determining step includes substrate and Nu-

The reaction takes place in a single, concerted step (no intermediates).

The incoming nucleophile reâcts wilh the substrate (often anm from a direction

opposite the group that leaves. As a bond is being made between the nucleophile and carbon,

simultaneously a bond is being broken between the leaving group and the carbon, thus invefting

the stereochemical configuration of the product.

. The product from optically pure substrates will have hverted stereochemistry:

Solutions will be posted at www.prep101.com/solutions 69
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. Reaction Profile and Orbital considerations of an Sri_Igêgtle[Ll

r'Aflir§ondtrS
: llartà')'C-r"O*l-')*O'(.}.".
' 

L Boodrng

r.c.

Transiti(rrl state
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4.4 Factors affecting the Sr2 reaction

1) Stefics of Substrate:

, rl / /
.É ,-llrl l:!*"'--- .|r'r',*/ *-\ Pi<e'/Ar/

(., lp 1,',t,"' ,\Cù)%^) vs '\S_\j,
o!- è, - **PÇ\,

Steric Hindrance Limited Steric Hindrance (better)
r.,.ioN,T woRK yôR

2) Nucleophile: SN 
2

SN2 reactions are favored by strong nucleophiles. Generally a strong base is a very strong

n u cleop h ile .

How to detemine nucleophile strength:

A) Nucleophilacitv rouohlv parallels basicitv, especially when comparing species with the

sameattackingetom. Neq7tuxl4 chrmrÀ ar< osùalh . ,'(-) O p ç.hnq"nn"ll,l^[",
Examples: CH3O-> OR-> OH'> CH3CO2- > H2O. { ^ 

/ U.- \9o
However, âs electronegativity increases, nucleophile/base strength decreases, therefore

nucleophilic strength goes C- > N-> O-> F'when comparing different attacking aloms.

Examples: NHz > OH- > F-

B) Nucleophilicitv usuarrÿ increases ooino down a column of the periodic table. Thus, HS-

is more nucleophilic than HO'.

Halide nucleophilic,ty is complicated as all halides arc $/eak bases (generally on the exam,

halides will act as leaving groups).

Solutions will be posted at www.prep10l.com/solutions 71
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Going top fo bottom on the periodic table, the trend in basicity for halides goes:

[slronger baseruveaker conjugate acid] F'> Cf > Bt'> l'lweaker base/stronger conjugate acidl

As we will see in a moment, St2 reactions usually ocorr in aprotic solvents, and under these

conditions, halide nucleophilicity mimics basicity (i.e., nucleophilicity decreases going dovwl

the column):

lstrong nucleophilerstronger basel F- > cf > Bf> l'lweak nucleophile/weaker basel

Where the complication arises is when a protic solvent is used (i.e. Srl reaction or occasionally in

SN2 as with early research on this topic).

The nucleophilic trends for halides in a protic solvent aclually become ,eversed and mimic the

original trend of increasing nucleophilicity going down the periodic table:

[strong nucleophile/weaker basel f > Br > Cf > F lweak nucleophilerstronger basel

This is because the prolic solvenls solvate the anions, and the larger the anion, the smaller the

salvation shell:

I n'9-' ,.^:oi ;....H--o,
H...'X."'H

,o-H' : )o'

'' r-5, ,l

Molecules ol lhe p.otlc
§olvent. ÿaler. solvato
ô halide ion by lo.m:ng
hydrogen bond, lo il.
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C) Neoativelv charoed nucleophiles are usuallv more reactive than neutral ones. As a
result, SN2 reections are often cânied out under basic conditions (rather than neutral or
acidic).

Actual order of nucleophile strength (for a .protic solvent):

HS'> CN-> 'l'> cH3o-> oH-> *Ba > *Cr > *F-> NH3 > CHSCO2-> H2O

D) The more linear the shape of the nucleophile. the more reactive it is. prime examples of
this are the azide and cyanide anions (N3 and cN'). Their rinear geometric effectivery reduces
(if not eliminates) steric bulk, making them very good nucleophiles.

Or\o.'p-fr=xlg o:c:N:
azide (N3-) cyanide

Solutions will be posted at www.preplOl.com/solutions /J
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3) Leaving Group

SN2 reactions are favored by good leaving groups.

A good leaving group needs to be able to stabilize the negative charge it carries via induction and/or

'li'syl Gronp

-l\

j,[- r-
H, -N\

cHa
N, N-dim ethyf orm admiJ€

DMF

resonance.

Good examples include:

tosylate ion, mesylate ion, f, Bf, cf, acetate

À'lcsylate GrouP

o oo§-o V/
ô h Hrc'"-o"

Keymessage:Agoodleavinggroupisgoingtobesomethingthatisstableonitsown(i.e.,willnot

re-attack the product and force the equilibrium back to the reactants)'

This is why weak bases (not strong bases/nucleophiles) are good leaving groups' A weak base will

also form a strong conjugate acid which is stable on its own'

The order of leaving group efficiency in S12 goes:

(weakêr bases) TosO- > l- > Bt' > Cl'>>> F-' OR-' NHi' OH'(slronger bases)

lnotherwords,R-oH,R+lHi'R-oRandR.F.almostneverundergoSN2reactiols!

4) Solvent:

PolaraproticsolvenlsarefavoredforsN2reaclionsbecausetheycannotsolvateanionsproperly:

access to positive ends of their dipoles is sterically hindered. Protic solvents will cause the reacüon to

progress slower by solvating the nucleophile, thereby hindering its the backside attack on the

electrophile.

. Very common solvent examples include: DMSO, DMF' CH3CN' HMPA' THF' acetone'

1[:
,."/o-"r.
dimethYl sulfoxide

DM SO

HexamethylPhosPhoramide

HMPA

Solutions will be posted at www'prep101'com/solutions
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4.5 Practice Examples:

1)

chem212 Exam Booklet

I _À,"( \,/ ' @o

u 
+ KSCH3

DMSO

2)

CH CH2CH2_ I

CH:

a\-,
\7 

'HCHTCH?-s-\ 
)

cr lr + Nal

3)

u,c1fl.-a, ruaru3 / otur

4)

NaSCH3

cH3cN

Solutions will be posted at www,preplOl.com/sotutions 75
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For the reaction involving substitution of a halide for -OH, the Sn1 pathway technicâlly has 3

transition states:

trimoLcalar Rcection: Rrte = h lÂlkrl Bromidcl
(orcrall'fir5i ord.r" r.rclioL)i r.lr do.! lol dq)and
olt .orc. of tluclcoPLilc!

Note that if a chiral ceoter is presenl - a racemic mixture will resull!

Solutions will be posted at www.prep10l.com/solutions
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4.7 Formation of the Cârbocation

. Carbon is most stable with 4 valence electrons and a stable octet. lt can, ho\ryever, lose one lone

pair of electrons, in which case it has 3 valence electrons (2 less than an octet):

H

tH--C+Ct:
t
H

,-l\, or:+ ..o
.c.l:

Carbocations are planar and sp2 hybridized

. Experimenlation shows that the following trend in stability of carbocations:

3">2'>1'>methvl

R

I
C

I
R

H

IR-CO
I
R

H

I
c

I
R

o>

H

I
c

I
H

. The order of carbocation stability is due to:

lnductive Etrectsi Alkÿ groups are electron donating (relative to hydrogen), and thus help
stabilize the positive charge

lnvolves electron delocalization via partial orbital overlap from a filled
bonding orbital (C-H or C-C sigma bonds at the carbons adjacent to the
p orbital of the cârbocation) to an adjacent unlilled orbitâl (the p orbital
of the carbocation)

Orbitals overlap here

I

t =! rt 
-::=.::::-':-

"\b-ir
H

Hyperconjugation:

Solutions will be posted at www.prepl01.com/solutions 79
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4.8 Factors Affecting Sxl Reac-tions

1) Substrate:

Best substrates are alkyl halides that ÿeld the most slable carbocaüons upon departure of the leaving

group (3" then 2" then benzÿ).

Methane and 1' substrates (R-X) do not undergo SNl reactions!

The substrate is probably $e mo§ important thing in an Srl reaction - eveMhing is about creating

and stabilizing a cârbocation!

2) Nucleophile:

The nucleophile does not affect the rate of SNl reactions because attack of the nucleophile occurs

afler the rate-limiting step (the formation of the carbocation). Therefore sfong or \ryeak nucleophiles

ca, be used, though typicelly weak nucleophiles are used.

3) Leaving Group:

Same as SN2 (those that best stabilize a negative charge and will not re-attack the substrate): a good

leaving group is necessary because the departure of the leaving group is part of the rate{etermining

step.

Solutions will be posted at www.prepl01.com/solutions 80
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4) Solvent:

Polar protic solvents are favored. They solvate the carbocation intermediate, stabilizing it and

increase the rate of an SN1 reaction.

Example:

-oH 

,,,/,,\OH À.
Ethanol Àcetic Âcid

Polar protic solvents also hydrogen bond to the leaving group, thereby helping it to depart.

Remember, a polar protic solvent will be anything that can form hydrogen bonds - alam bells

should ring when you see an -OH groups on your solventt

Exam trick: Be careful when considering your solvent. The nucleophile in the second step of an SN1

reaclion is oflen the solvent itself! A great example is either water or ethanol.

Example:

B r CHr
\.'

r----1
(( ))

OFt CH3 Br
EIOH
( -HB t)

EOH
- (-rrB D

(s) @acemic) (R)

Solutions will be posted at www.prepl01.com/solutions 81
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R!r*.n hJlik^ p* h "lkn-* * *44.9 Spl and the Possibiliÿ of Rearrangenients

As with any mechanism with a carbocation intermediate, rearrangements are possible. Always be

wary of a potential melhyl or hydride shift when generating a carbocation - e tertiary carbocation will

alwaysbemorestable(andfaVored)thanasecondaryone!(*/,,,7>,^
ora VAîT u

Example:'1,2-methylshiftincH3c(cH3»CH(Cl)CH3

OPrep101

rZe
/ \ \,, cH,

- ,1 , H3C-C-C-CiI3 ---->
1rc lorrrî',^, L, 

n

,l o c*h**'',. ^"-'-;^lr2"cartncalron
L9 AllM lkf q (tess srabte)

€La'l so"'<-

"//;hw

[ *,,ii.* ]-
["-i''-""'

I -)tn

Y* {b N,ry'v*wï:t,w,f
cH"

l"
C-CHe
n

o/o"* *,.{/<
c.rb/rù" tJ

fuç,1'
+

HâC-C-"l
cHg

+
CH?-C_CH2CHJ'l

CHr

a more stable 3o carbocation

A(fl'**-L" lkt ,fuLL -y J"r, 4/
.-- à ç .bb a. ww ,Al" .*l,nr1,n, il-^r/,-k-?

(ft+ bok o*
a VtShf<- A-lrs

3o carbocation

(more stable)

Example: 1,2-hydride shift in CH3CH (CH3)CH(C|)CH3

H

.r.-DtHCHj +-
CH:

a 20 carbocation

Solutions will be posted at www.preplol'com/solutions 82
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Mechan ism Two steps One step (Concerted)

Rate-Determining
Transition State

Rô*--Xù NuÈ--R--xÈ

Stereochemistry Racemization (partial or total) lnversion

Effect of Structure

R:C-X1.."r.**al > allyl-X > benzyl-X > RzCH-X >

RCH?-X > CH3-&t.".r 
'.*,.d1

Governed by stability of carbocation

CH3-X1-65t ravo.eal > RCH-X > RrCH-X >

R3C-X1ast ravoeal

Governed by steric effects

Relative Reactivity
of Leaving Group

(LG}

LG ability roughly parallels basicity (less basic = better LG)

Low bond strength, resonance stabilization of the departed anion (triflate ion), and high
polarizability help make good LGs

Species which depart as neutral molecules are good LGs (H?O--R >>HO-R)

l>Br>Cl >F and OH> NHr>R3C-

Effect of solvent
Polar protic solvents to

stabilize cations and anions

Polar aprotic solvents to solvate
cations but not anions, leaving Nu

unsolvated

Nucleophilicity

Nucleophile (Nu) with a negâtive chârge is better than the corresponding conjugate acid

-NH2>>NH! and HO->>H2O

ln the same row, nucleophilicity parallels basicity

R3C->R2N->RO >F-

Potentialfor
Rearrangements

Carbocation intermediate = capable of
rearrangement

No carbocation intermediate = no
rearrangement

@Prep101

4,10 Summary of Sxr vs Sp2
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4.11 Elimination reactions

Elimination reactions involve eliminating something
alkenes with the use of a base/Nu:

Nu-

(base)

Chem212 Exam Booklet

from a molecule (i.e.

RR

HrO, HX) to generate

+ H-Nu

+X-

There are two types of elimination reactions: E'l and E2. Elimination reactions are oflen in
competition with subslitution reactions and require heat to be favored over them- The reâson for this
being that more bonds are being broken in the transition state than in substitution:

»
c2Hs-oJ È rçx,

Y^1 J.rH\,r \/
,n{'* 't-r'

::

f C.Hr-9

I

I

ct-tta:"'

+Transition stâte

It is important to note that it has been found that alkene stabilis is as follows:

RRRR\ ,z \' /
./\_/\RRRH

lùEb.drottd Trbù.dnrâi

TR*,Ns > C:s
R HR H R R

\7'\,/\,/

./\./\,/\R HH R H H
{- Disùarltut d __________-___-_

RH

HH
Ma...idlrrEd

HH
C:C

HH
Urd.rftri.d

The reason for this is hyperconjugation, which occurs by donation of electron density from adjacent
o bonds to the empty rr* orbital of double bonds. The delocelization of o bond density is stabilizing.

All ôll,'- lLaç co.ç,fu , h"nt"/ rcaÀê^, ./*..*.._
<(i,"-,,,r**,p. But- "Sor,<,r,r,, - k- /,/-Ç44rr-/y,.r r_*, /*&e/..'-,J,ô- e,-r1 ,),.n*k/ :rrll-ü^j" -'ÿt ''2"''L

.'î- - t
Tÿ ..st lu"t/" *1,4t7 ak"-- f"LJ - /*--J/""a('J 1",u, Jd i,, *,"TU.
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4.12 El Reactions

E1 stands for Unimolêcular Elimination,

Chem212 Exam Booklet

SN1 and E1 reâctions often occur simultaneously and competitively with each other under similar

reâction conditions.

Note: the percentage of E1 products will increase at hagher tempe üTres. Therefore, heat is always

added to an elimination reaclion.

C'albocation iulerrr. ediate

l't step 2t rt"p

itechanism: u»d 5lY fi12>-t

Reaction protile for E1:

, L È lr -- | \ t, t,
Lntermediate or Tra$ition state? flt* **/rArlr,!, ," il

rntemediarer '" J** 'h ait/< &-
ràk,is,) * kiok
a /r1"- kl*ÿrt'^\

Solutions will be posted at www.prep10l.com/solutions 85
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[/ore on the E1 mechanism:
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11, s,k*+ - *n&l
E1 and SN1 have the same rate determining step - carbocation formation. The second step of an

E1 reaction however always involves

G,uhy,i Vrtnl t, *rl Frrnue,carbocariou

vn_(,fi,ua*^lo*,o H / H

Ltn!tul- \ l/ ltfrlffiryx-j' i\
H ' +- Hydroge,

substrate for El :

multiple substitutents are prefened for stabilization of the carbocation.

Note: methyl subslrates cannot undergo El as you need 2 carbon atoms to form a double bond. Also,

the hydrogens on the methyl substrate wil! not stabilize the carbocation.

Bases (not Nucleophilesl) for Eî:

The nucleophile in a substitution reaction can also act as a base in an elimination reaction (hence

why the t\ryo processes occur simullaneously).

ln Sr1, a slrong nucleophile is not needed as the rate determining step is the formation of a

carbocalion. ln the case of E1, the weak nucleophile can act as a weak base, which is strong enough

to abstracl a P-hydrogen since the carbocation has already formed.

I eSoûo-/t1c(
Solutions will be posted at www.prep101.com/solutions 86

Just as in SN1 reactjons, the more stable , the faster the reaction will occur. Therefore,

\n{"2' x\,}YL-'z\(x
->@ sbL;(i'.J 6s

Just like SNI - E1 it is ALL about forming and stabilizing the carbocation!

OH*, çu[u&k" -lt-( ca._ q^/r,* /,* *o.1,>_
cal) b" bo"1jt;, û1 a,t , //il;. /"* {in,
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4) Solvent Effects:

Both E1 and SNI are favored by a protic solvent, such as ethanol or water.

H-bonds between the solvent and substrâte help the leaving group depart (and in turn, also stabilize

the carbocation).

,^ûy* *",r A ft k*,^sn...

\-i"* -8.Ç-n{":},

''r,\ l

I -\*tr** +'
' 2:o[;;*1. -,-\" + -\ e. I tt ,.. . ,knitl st,.lil,uh'o,
{,0^ i^r^i^ }ff'#l 

' '1"*1 
": ,'"7!,"!jr.

r,,lr*r, < Rrs w;'""'' li::, 'rt'a otig'1'd'(r.q'o,wft \ r rL.{., tYrvwë I c;/. uus s(x r.ou
J-

TVre N,BF srltBtE Tr+€ cop11646 BrsE
TltË uoRe AcrDtc RÉk(we) ,f, o*-urii-iào

","^*-lr^ +" sÉq6. [.rn -\L inl*^n1o/rî"

Bo É:yi1
ü\

Solutions will be posted at www'prepl0l.com/solutions
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4.13 Elimination reaction - E2

E2 stands for Bimolecular Elimination.

E2 reactions are concerted (l step).

Chem212 Exam Booklet

'T[" 
n/".1"{ /*A

'r-a"4
fL2 -ts

/€.no"zn
li,*/.J-^

.,

T/.
q //bé,-

The base (not nucleophile!) will attack a neighboring C-H bond and ât the same time it abstracts the

hydrogen, a double bond will form and the leaving group will depart.

Nu'
(base) | '(-rJ-I--.---* n,,,,, 

- 
,,u'n -rr.Nu

| 
-'.;lr:\u 

] 
------- n/----\n \

Reaction profile of E2:

TraNiüon State

lli ^^ iuta*,laL ,

'ti,,1uk l, isolak)
Tralsitiou

/

Reactants

Solutions will be posted at www.prep101.com/solutions 88
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stereochemistryorE2: ,ù ^:ff,fu;-rlt ,f 
'J*'' 

WA
E2 reactions must occur anti-periplanar. Therefore, the aioms ot tnà n-c-c-L grorp ,rrt f," iltn" on]
same plane:

Âoa

anti-periplanar
relationship of H and X

HgQ,. ..oCHg

ry:--
(E)-alkene

only

Elimination from an unsymmetrical alkyl halide cân yield two elimination products:

The major product is usually the more tg!!y.sg!s!!!utgq(and more stable) alkene product câlled

Zaitsev's rule:

CHe

Br

sodium
ethoxide

ù"'
rnajor product

u"'
minor product

(r*.,,,4
l-Ulto*' c,vu "/"r

-------)
. L l,r'\It 1 -/'

,., ,'?h n
I rt,.\'L

T

fon

6lrlt p,i*,\)

(L*\

H

[Jo c+actlst 
.

[ear*, 1", MY T1^

\

,t wl o*,fr 7 (^t 
'bt'*)\
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a4
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